S001  Aeronautical Information Service (AIS)

Due to shortage of staff, the AIS Office is not issuing the Pre-flight information bulletin (PIB) for the time being. Pre-flight information service is available and covers the area within which NOTAM are exchanged.

This AIP Supplement replaces AIP Supplement S001/91

S002  Demonstration Flights by Ultralight Motorised Aircraft

Daily Sunrise/Sunset
Demonstration flights will be carried out by ultralight motorised aircraft outside Mauritius Control Zone from SW to NE sectors through the northern sector of the island below 2500 ft above mean sea level. The flights will operate as uncontrolled VFR flights. Caution to be exercised by pilots flying in these sectors below 2500 ft above mean sea level.

Lower Limit: Ground
Upper Limit: 2500 ft above mean sea level.

This AIP Supplement replaces AIP Supplement S002/91
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